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Gravitational Force Constant
if larger: stars would be too hot and would burn up too 
quickly and too unevenly
if smaller: stars would remain so cool that nuclear fusion
would never ignite, hence no heavy element production 
Strong Nuclear Force Constant
if larger: no hydrogen; nuclei essential for life would be 
unstable
if smaller: no elements other than hydrogen 
Weak Nuclear Force Constant
if larger: too much hydrogen converted to helium in big bang,
hence too much heavy element material made by star burning; 
no expulsion of heavy elements from stars
if smaller: too little helium produced from big bang, hence
too little heavy element material made by star burning; 
no expulsion of heavy elements from stars
Electromagnetic Force Constant
if larger: insufficient chemical bonding; elements more 
massive than boron would be too unstable for fission 
if smaller: insufficient chemical bonding
Ratio of Electromagnetic Force Constant to Gravitational 
Force Constant
if larger: no stars less than 1.4 solar masses, hence short 
stellar life spans and uneven stellar luminosities
if smaller: no stars more than 0.8 solar masses, hence no 
heavy element production
Ratio of Electron to Proton Mass
if larger: insufficient chemical bonding
if smaller: insufficient chemical bonding
Ratio of Protons to Electrons
if larger: electromagnetism would dominate gravity, 
preventing galaxy, star, and planet formation
if smaller: electromagnetism would dominate gravity, 
preventing galaxy, star, and planet formation 
Expansion Rate of the Universe
if larger: no galaxy formation
if smaller: universe would collapse prior to star formation 
Entropy Level of the Universe
if smaller: no proto-galaxy formation
if larger: no star condensation within the proto-galaxies 
Mass Density of the Universe
if larger: too much deuterium from big bang, hence stars 
burn too rapidly
if smaller: insufficient helium from big bang, hence too few
heavy elements forming
Velocity of Light
if faster: stars would be too luminous
if slower: stars would not be luminous enough 
Age of the Universe
if older: no solar-type stars in a stable burning phase in the
right part of the galaxy
if younger: solar-type stars in a stable burning phase would 
not yet have formed

EVIDENCE FOR

FINE-TUNING

OF THE UNIVERSE

Initial Uniformity of Radiation
if smoother: stars, star clusters, and galaxies would not 
have formed
if coarser: universe by now would be mostly black holes 
and empty space
Fine Structure Constant
if larger: no stars more than 0.7 solar masses 
if smaller: no stars less than 1.8 solar masses 
Average Distance between Stars
if larger: heavy element density too thin for rocky
planets to form
if smaller: planetary orbits would become destabilized 
Decay Rate of the Proton
if greater: life would be exterminated by the release of 
radiation 
if smaller: insufficient matter in the universe for life 

12 16Carbon ( C) to 0xygen ( 0) Energy Level Ratio
if larger: insufficient oxygen
if smaller: insufficient carbon

4Ground State Energy Level for Helium ( He)
if larger: insufficient carbon and oxygen
if smaller: insufficient carbon and oxygen 

8Decay Rate of Beryllium ( Be)
if slower: heavy element fusion would generate 
catastrophic explosions in all the stars
if  faster: no element production beyond beryllium and, 
hence, no life chemistry possible
Mass excess of the Neutron over the Proton
if greater: neutron decay would leave too few neutrons 
to form the heavy elements essential for life
if smaller: proton decay would cause all stars to collapse
rapidly into neutron stars or black holes 
Initial Excess of Nucleons over Anti-Nucleons
if greater: too much radiation for planets to form
if smaller: not enough matter for galaxies or stars to form 
Polarity of the Water Molecule
if greater: heat of fusion and vaporization would be too 
great for life to exist
if smaller: heat of fusion and vaporization would be too 
small for life's existence; liquid water would become 
too inferior a solvent for life chemistry to proceed; ice 
would not float, leading to a runaway freeze-up
Supernovae Eruptions
if too close: radiation would exterminate life on the planet
if too far: not enough heavy element ashes for the 
formation of rocky planets
if too frequent: life on the planet would be exterminated 
if too infrequent: not enough heavy element ashes for 
the formation of rocky planets
if too late: life on the planet would be exterminated by 
radiation 
if too soon: not enough heavy element ashes for the 
formation of rocky planets
White Dwarf Binaries
if too few: insufficient fluorine produced for life chemistry
to proceed
if too many: disruption of planetary orbits from stellar 
density; life on the planet would be exterminated
if too soon: not enough heavy elements made for 
efficient fluorine production
if too late: fluorine made too late for incorporation in 
protoplanet
Ratio of Exotic to Ordinary Matter
if smaller: galaxies would not form
if larger: universe would collapse before solar type stars
could form

Hugh Ross, The Creator & the Cosmos 
(Colorado Spring, CO, 1993), 111-114.

More than two dozen parameters for the universe must have values
falling within narrowly defined ranges for life of any kind to exist.
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Galaxy Type
if too elliptical: star formation would cease before sufficient
heavy element build-up for life chemistry
if too irregular: radiation exposure on occasion would be 
too severe and heavy elements for life chemistry would 
not be available
Supernova Eruptions
if too close: life on the planet would be exterminated by 
radiation
if too far: not enough heavy element ashes would exist 
for the formation of rocky planets
if too frequent: life on the planet would be exterminated
if too infrequent: not enough heavy element ashes would 
be present for the formation of rocky planets 
if too late: life on the planet would be exterminated by 
radiation
if too soon: not enough heavy element ashes would exist 
for the formation of rocky planets
White Dwarf Binaries
if too few: insufficient fluorine would be produced for life
chemistry to proceed
if too many: planetary orbits would be disrupted by stellar 
density; life on the planet would be exterminated
if too soon: not enough heavy elements would be made 
for efficient fluorine production
if too late: fluorine would be made too late for incorporation
in protoplanet
Parent Star Distance from Centre of Galaxy
if farther: quantity of heavy elements would be insufficient 
to make rocky planets
if closer: galactic radiation would be too great; stellar 
density would disturb planetary orbits out of life support 
zones 
Number of Stars in the Planetary System
if more than one: tidal interactions would disrupt planetary
orbits
if less than one: heat produced would be insufficient for life
Parent Star Birth Date
if more recent: star would not yet have reached stable burning
phase; stellar system would contain too many heavy elements
if less recent: stellar system would not contain enough heavy
elements
Parent Star Age
if older: luminosity of star would change too quickly
if younger: luminosity of star would change too quickly 
Parent Star Mass
if greater: luminosity of star would change too quickly; star 
would burn too rapidly
if less: range of distances appropriate for life would be too
narrow; tidal forces would disrupt the rotational period for 
a planet of the right distance; uv radiation would be 
inadequate for plants to make sugars and oxygen
Parent Star Color
if redder: photosynthetic response would be insufficient 
if bluer: photosynthetic response would be insufficient 
Parent Star Luminosity Relative to Speciation
if increases too soon: would develop runaway greenhouse 
if increases too late: would develop runaway glaciation

EVIDENCE FOR DESIGN

IN THE GALAXY-SUN-
EARTH-MOON SYSTEM

FOR LIFE SUPPORT

The following parameters must have values that fall within
a narrowly defined ranges for life to exist.

Age
if too young: planet would rotate too rapidly 
if too old: planet would rotate too slowly 
Magnetic Field
if stronger: electromagnetic storms would be too severe
if weaker: ozone shield and life on the land would be 
inadequately protected from hard stellar and solar radiation
Inclination of Orbit
if too great: temperature differences would be too extreme
Distance from Parent Star
if farther: planet would be too cool for a stable water cycle 
if closer: planet would be too warm for a stable water cycle
Orbital Eccentricity
if too great: seasonal temperature differences would be 
too extreme
Axial Tilt
if greater: surface temperature differences would be too great 
if less: surface temperature differences would be too great 
Rotation Period
if longer: diurnal temperature differences would be too great 
if shorter: atmospheric wind velocities would be too great
Thickness of Crust
if thicker: too much oxygen would be transferred from the
atmosphere to the crust
if thinner: volcanic and tectonic activity would be too great 
Albedo (reflected light to total amount falling on surface)
if greater: runaway glaciation would develop
if less: runaway greenhouse effect would develop 
Collision Rate with Asteroids & Comets
if greater: too many species would become extinct
if less: crust would be too depleted of materials for life
Surface Gravity (Escape Velocity)
if stronger: planet's atmosphere would retain too much 
ammonia and methane
if weaker: planet's atmosphere would lose too much water
Oxygen to Nitrogen Ratio in Atmosphere
if larger: advanced life functions would proceed too quickly 
if smaller: advanced life functions would proceed too slowly
Carbon Dioxide Level in Atmosphere
if greater: runaway greenhouse effect would develop
if less: plants would be unable to maintain efficient 
photosynthesis
Water Vapor Level in Atmosphere
if greater: runaway greenhouse effect would develop
if less: rainfall would be too meager for advanced life
Atmospheric Electric Discharge Rate
if greater: too much fire destruction would occur
if less: too little nitrogen would be fixed in the atmosphere
Ozone Level in Atmosphere
if greater: surface temperatures would be too low
if less: surface temperatures would be too high; there 
would be too much uv radiation at the surface
Oxygen Quantity in Atmosphere
if greater: plants and hydrocarbons would burn up too easily 
if less: advanced animals would have too little to breathe
Seismic Activity
if greater: too many life forms would be destroyed
if less: nutrients on ocean floors (from river runoff) would
not be recycled to the continents through tectonic uplift
Oceans-to-Continents Ratio
if greater: diversity & complexity of life forms would be limited
if smaller: diversity & complexity of life forms would be limited
Global Distribution of Continents
if too much in the southern hemisphere: seasonal temperature 
differences would be too severe for advanced life
Gravitational Interaction with a Moon
if greater: tidal effects on the oceans, atmosphere, and 
rotational period would be too severe
if less: orbital obliquity changes would cause climatic
instabilities; movement of nutrients and life from the oceans 
to the continents and continents to the oceans would be 
insufficient; magnetic field would be too weak

Hugh Ross, The Creator & the Cosmos 
(Colorado Spring, CO, 1993), 129-132.



African golden mole
Afrotheria
Afterbirth
aggression
agriculture
accessory retina
acute visual zone
alciopids
aldolase
alkaloids
allosaurids
alfi barrels
ambrosia beetles
aminoacyl-tRNA 
  synthetases
amphibians
annelids
anolids
anteaters
antifreeze proteins
antigen receptors
ants
army ants
aorta
apatemyids
appendages
aquatic birds
arboreal gait
argyrolagids
armadillos
army ants
arthropodization
arthropods
artiodactyls
atelines
attachment pads
auditory mechanisms
aye-aye 372n3
babbling
bacteria
bacterial symbionts
bacteriorhodopsin
balance
barnacles
Batesian mimicry
bathyerids 
bats
bat carnivory
bees
bee eusociality 
beetles
behaviours
binocular vision
bipedalism
bird songs
bird vocalizations
birds
bivalve molluscs
bladders
blood-brain barrier
blood rete
blue vision
blue-sensitive
  vision, loss
Bombardier beetle
bone
bottlenose dolphins
brain structure
brains 
brain-size increase
brittle-stars
bryophytes
bryozoans
'bucket brigades'
burrowing
burrowing cycle
butterflies
C4 photosynthesis
cactusCaddis fly
camera eyes
canines
cartilage
cephalopods Is
chameleons
Châtelperronian

chemical
chemoscnsory
chimps
chitin-binding proteins
chrysochlorids
cichlids
circulatory systems
cnidocyst
coccoideans
cochlea
cognitive processes
collembolans
colobine monkeys
commelinoids
communication
communities
compound eyes
concerted
constructions
counter-current
  systems
courtship behaviour
crab spider
crabs
crested auklets
crickets
crustaceans
cryptochromes
crystallins
cubozoans
cultural transmission
culture 
cyanogenic glycosides
cytokinases
defence
descended larynx
development
dialects
dichromacy
dinoflagellates
diptcrans
disgust 
DM domain factors
dolphins
double-fertilization 
duck-billed platypus
E.  coli
ears
echidna
echolocation
ecomorphological 
eel
elastic proteins
elastic release
electric organs II
electrical signals
electrocytes
electrogeneration
electroreception
elephants
Elvis taxa
encephalization
endosymbiosis
endothermy
enzyme
Ernanodon
euphasiids
Eurotamandua
eusociality
expressions of surprise
extra-embryonic 
  membranes
extra-ocular muscles
eye spots
eyes
farming 
fibre-optics
fiddler crabs
finches
fish
fission-fusion society
five-site rule
flies
flightlessness
flowers

fore-limb/hind-limb 
  separation 
fore-limb 
  manipulation
fovea
frogs
fruit-flies
gall-thrips
gas-filled bladders
geckos
grebes
gymnotids
gyroscopes
haennocyanin
haemoglobin
halteres
hearing
heat-sensitive organ
helicases
hemipterans
heteropods
heteropterans
hexapod gait
high-altitude birds
HIV proteases
hoatzin
hominid cultures
hominids
hooves 
houseflies
humming birds
hyaluronan synthase
hydrogenosomes
hydrostatic skeleton 
hymenopterans
hypocone
Indian Red ant
ink clouds
insect-bacterial
  association
insectivores
insectivorous birds
insects
intelligences
island faunas 
Jamming avoidance 
response 
jellyfish
jerboas 
kiwi
lacewings
lactate 
 dehydrogenases
lamprins
langur
lateral-line systems
latex 
Laurasiatheria
leaf-eating
leaves
lekking 
lens 
light-harvesting proteins
lilies
limb loss
  limbs
lizards
locomotion 
ons 
luminescence
lysozyme
malignant hyperthermia
'mammal-ness' 
mammals
manipulative skills
mantids
mantispids
marsupial mole
marsupials 
marsupium
maternal care
matrilineal social systems
matrotrophy
Mediterranean-style floras
megadont
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seed dispersal
seismic communication
self-organization, role of 
self-recognition 
semicircular canals
sharks 
shrimps
sieve tubes 
silk & silk nets 
skeletons 
sleep 
snails
snakes
social systems
social voles 
sodium channels
somatosensory systems
song 
spectral sensitivities
speech 
sperm whales
spherical aberration (eyes)
spider-monkey
spiders
spurge 
staphylinids 
star-nosed moles
Statocysts 
steroid signalling
strepsipterans 
structural mimicry
super-efficient transport
surprise, expressions
teeth 
teiids
temperaments
tents
termite eaters
termites
terrestrialization
threads, adhesive
thylacosmilids
toe-fringes
tools
topoisomerases 
trabecular bone
trachea
tribosphenic
trichromacy
trilobites
tropical seabirds
tuna
turret eyes
tympanic, ear 
ultrasound detection
uncertainty response
ungulate
unihemispheric sleep
vangids
vermivores
vertebrates
vestibulo-oculomotor reflex
vision
visual stimuli 
visual streak
visual systems
visual tracking
viviparity
vocal control systems
vocal learning
vocalizations
walking
walrus
warmbloodedness
wasps
waste management
water-vascular system
weaver ants
wetas
winkle 
woodpecker 
'worker policing' 
worm 
xenarthran
xerophyte

 

memory
menopause
mice
migratory birds
millipede
mimicry
mites 
molars
mole 
mole rat 
molecular
molluscs
mormyridsmorphological
moths & sphinx moths 
Milllerian mimicry
multicellulanty
music
myoglobin
NADH dehydrogenase
naked mole rats
necrolestids
nectar-feeding bats
nectar-feeding birds
neural algorithms
neural networks
neural processing 
nicotine oxidases
nucleotide binding proteins
octopus
oil droplets, in eye
olfaction
orypodid crabs
ornihnids
ostracods
ovoviviparity
ovum, minute
owls
palacanodonts
pangolins
parallel, versus
parental care
pathogen-host relationship
pectinate claws
penis
peptidases
personalities
phorid flies
phylogenies
physiology
pike
placenta 
placentals
plants 
plant eating
polarization vision
polysaccharide lyases
porpoise
praying mantis
precision grip
prc-pollex 
  (Panda's thumb)
proteases
proteinase inhibitors
proteins
push-rod 
  mechanoreceptors
quorum sensing 
raptorial 
red vision
red-green vision
reflective structures 
Rensch's rule
reproduction 
resin
rhachiberothidids
rhodopsin 
RNA-protein 
rodents 
rumen 
sabellids
sabre-tooth cats 
sandlance
sarcophagids
sea-bream
sea urchin
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Argument from Design to Nature
Downward Arrows

Argument from Nature to Design
Upward Arrows
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